
Sneak peek inside the Block Dojo
cohort 8 showcase
Excitement is building in the tech community as the end-of-cohort
showcase for Block Dojo’s latest group of startups approaches. On
the 25th of July, these innovative companies will gather at Plexal,
London, to present the fruits of their hard work over the past 12
weeks.

Temps de lecture : minute

23 July 2024

Here’s a sneak peek at the impressive line-up of startups: 

ChainVest is set to transform private equity by bringing it to the
blockchain. Their platform allows startups to crowdfund through
tokenisation, while their B2B whitelabel solution enables fund managers
to tokenise funds. This innovative approach is poised to reshape the
investment landscape. 

Debbi.io is dedicated to making workplaces more diverse, equitable, and
inclusive. By unlocking DEI data, they provide businesses with actionable
insights to advance diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB).
Debbi.io is driving meaningful change in employment practices and
company culture. 

HeySalad is revolutionising meal planning. By matching the ingredients
you already have with recipes you’ll love, this platform takes the stress
out of deciding what to cook. It’s a game-changer for busy individuals
looking to make delicious meals with minimal effort. 

Horizonis offers a Crypto Lending Marketplace that allows crypto owners

https://www.chainvest.io/
https://debbi.io/
https://heysalad.io/
https://www.horizonis.io/


to use their assets as collateral to borrow cash. This platform provides
flexibility and liquidity, opening up new financial possibilities for crypto
enthusiasts. 

Spacey Science aims to inspire the next generation of space pioneers
through their XR and AI-powered platform. Offering immersive space-
STEM education for students, they combine cutting-edge technology with
educational content to spark curiosity and passion for space careers. 

Seesaw is changing how we access online content by replacing paywalls
with engaging games. This innovative approach drives visitor traffic and
ad revenue for content publishers while using AI to build a powerful
psychographic dataset. It’s a fun and unique way to consume content. 

Unikorrn provides an AI-powered risk-mitigating meeting management
platform designed to help venture-backed startups and SMEs in fintech
navigate uncertainties, mitigate risks, and achieve sustainable growth.
It’s an essential tool for businesses aiming to stay ahead in a dynamic
environment. 

Register for Block Dojo Cohort 8 Showcase

These startups have shown tremendous dedication and creativity during
their time in the Block Dojo programme. The showcase is a fantastic
opportunity to see their presentations and learn more about their ground-
breaking projects. 

� Date: Thursday, 25th July 

� Time: 5:00 PM - 10:00 PM 

� Location: Plexal, Here East, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London, E20

https://www.spaceyscience.com/
https://www.seesawai.io/
https://www.unikorrn.io/
https://lu.ma/lddrsllk
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Importantly, all these companies are seeking SEIS/EIS investment
opportunities, making this event a prime occasion for investors to
discover and support innovative new ventures. 

Don’t miss out on this exciting showcase. Mark your calendars and get
ready to be inspired by the future of technology and innovation. 

For more information and to register, visit lu.ma/lddrsllk. 
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